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An· investigation of the feasibility of applying linear programming 
·to assembly line balancing problems is presented. Salveson. and Bowman 
developed the mathematical models. Bowman presented two formulations, 
. 
one-- of which was improved upon by White. 
The models used in th.is investigation 1ere Bowman's second and 
- ,. 
White's improvement .of Bowman's first linear programmin,; formulation, 
Testing ,the models required the use of ;integer linear algorithms • 
. Of the ma~nteger codes available,. the D1l'ect Search Zero-Orie 
Integer-Program and Integer-Progr~.iii~Western E1e·cit,rlc were :select~d·: 
to perform the computations. 
Based: on :the experience reported the approach. prov~d- tp wot:}( • 
. He>we·ve·r, ·the :m¢thod is not practical since it reqt13:r:e·s exc.es.s:ive 
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The :!irst progressive (production) assembly line as a modern 
manufacturing technique is generally credited to Henry Ford~s well -
known application at bis Highland Park Plant. In 1.944 Muther (23) 
wrote 
"Line production is a method of manufacture of ari arrange-
ment of work areas where the material moves continuously and at , 
a uniform rate through,,: a seq-µence of. balanced operations which · 
permits of simultaneous performance throughout, the work pro-
gressing toward completion along reasonably direct path." 
Inherent in line production as noted by Muther, is the concept 
of balanced operations, and he presented a systematic procedure to 
facilitate the bal_ap.:cJng pperation. Although the method of line 
]>roduction was introduced. in 1913, the first published report des:-
,cribing an analytical method applied to assembly line balancing ap-
' 
peared in i954. Since 1954 many analytical and. heuristic techniques 
.. 
, 
for assembly line balanci~g have been developed a1;1d published. These 
methog~ can be classif-ied ~~_;..;-either exhaustive analytical enumeration- .. 
I 
·Solutions, which provide optimal: solutions or .. h'.euristic s:olutions, 
which provide a feasible but pot ne~essarily an optimal solution. 
Several of the te-chniques a·re considere.d to be computationally 
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academic interest only. 
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······-------·-·---·-~-~---... N·------·_,Tlie known exceptions to the above are: 
.. II I ' • • • . ·• ·: 
. ... ·-/': ·-·'::.: : ..... 
. l ~- . a·owm~_n. propose~---tW(?. s·eparate . integer linear programming 
.. , ..... 
models, one of which was improved upon by White (28) who 
., 
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'" transformed Bowman's first formulation into a zero-one 
integer programming proQlem. Bowman's second formulation 
partially parallels.the model developed·by Manne (17) which 
I .. 
is an integer linear program. 
2. Klien gives__ an analytical method of balancing an assembly 
line when the order of ·operations is specified. His methotl 
. involves determining the minimum balance delay for a series 
of cycle times. Klien makes_ the remark that his method will 
probably suffer from the s.ame d-efect which plagues all 
mathematically-based methods o;t: line bal_ancing; the required 
enumeration of all feasible ord·erings will be i~practical 
for large problems. 
Bowman's s·econd :formul~tion appears super·ior to the first because 
it requires less ·ccinst·rai-nt: equations and t~wer ·v.ariables including 
s.:pecial. a.ntegei;- variables. . A1-though White impr.ov.ed on Bowman's f ir:s_.t' 
f:.o.rmulation, he concluded that Bowman's second formulation seems 
-:sup~rlor to the first. There have been :µp :publt·shed_ reports of any 
• 
_applicat1;on of assembly line bal~n.c:.ing uslrig linear programming . 
·various writers bave commented that sample problems and their compf-
------·--- - -- .--------· 
. 0 .'\!"\:_ 
- -;,,,,,;_ ,-,---· ,.,-, -.,_ .. ~ ~ ,• - . ..,..,__-,,-· ·', 
.:-·: 
•. 
·- . . . -·--· -t-at-ions may prq~~~~ -~}c_p~rie.nce·~-from--whi-ch~ some-=i~~ralization can be ____ -~~~~------~~-~~~~ -:.~-~ --------· ---------------·- ·---- -- ---- ·-- -- . 
. . -
- ·-· --· -
--~-----------~ 
---------
~---· --- --~-· 
of assembly ~ine balancing using the linear programming approach, and 
It . 
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II NATURE OF THE LINE BALANCING PROBLEM· 
--·~ 
.:l 
An assembly line in the sense used in this paper will agree 
.generally with the description given by Muther for line production. • 
• 
The line is considered to consist of a series of worH positions 
. (stati.ons) at each of which an operator ·performs a portion of the 
total asse'mbly work on a particular· product. The .transfer of the 
partially assembled product between work s~ations is accomplished 
by means of a moving conveyor. The sequence in which ·the operations 
. 
. may be performed is usually subject to constraints imposed by the 
product design and the process technology. · 
A search of the. lite~ature on assembly line balanctng indica·t:e.s.· 
that the major problems of assembly line manufacture is that of 
b~lancing the work load among_. the .various operators. The genera.lly 
.. 
accepted definition of an. opti·mum. solution to this: probl ..e~ .i$ tbe 
one attributed to Salveson (25): "To minimize the total amount of: 
idle time or equivalently to minimize the number of ·operators t.o 
f f b " 
do a given amount o work or a given conveyor elt speed. 
Defi:Qitions, associated with general line balancing are the 
r,· f:o~l.owirig: 
::·· 
l. Operator: - An· indi~i~).~~-!_ who_ does specific, assigned---work------ ---------- - - --------··· -
------· -----· 
upon the units of a product, during progressive assembly, as they 
-
. - --- ~ -- - - ------,..-- -- . -
- - --~- - . -
are conveyed past or through his assigned work station. 
.. . ... -"' ··~ ...... ~.--~-. 
-'I 2. Station: A location 9n the ass~mbly line where a given 
--· ---· . - ~ - ---- -- - - - . - . 
..... 
r • 
~- , ....... - . 
,.·· .. '-, . ii.moiini of work is performed by an op~rator, "station". and "operator'~ 
may sometimes be used interchangeably. i'he_ symbol K is used to . • l'l 
----·-·O ----·---- ---~~-'--'-- ··--- -----------------· ., 
• 
• •.•••.•• - ... _--·-- ••• ,---~.- -~-,--~- ............. ..,...,._.l ....... ,,..._._ ••• ~------........ -- .... -·-· 




-:...•------·<>·-----...... --JI ... ~---------· l .• 
, 
\' 







. represent a station such that 1 S k S. K where K = maximum number. 
3. Total Work Content: The total amount of· work, measured in 
time units, required to completely assemble one unit of·product, and 
. it is the same whether one or.many operators are involved iri the 
assembly. 
4. Work Element: A rational division of total work content in 
an assembly process •. Usually it involves the completion of a minor , 
task and is represent.ed. by the symbol Ei where . i is the element 
identification number and has the range 1 S i S N. N is the total 
number of work elements. 
5.. Cycle Time: The amount of t·ime a unit of prociuct -bei.ng 
assembled is normally available to an operator performing his assi~ned 
t.asks. The cycle tim~ is usually pre-determ_ined by management in 
.. 
. order to ,aclliey·e .a desi:re.d productive output within a given period 
of time.. Th·e: cy¢1E! time· :for an assembly is 
T 
~-
'· C = --
<i 
where q is the number of units of the pro~uct. t.o be· produced and rr· is· 
..... .. 
the number of' units of time in the period. 
·; ,._ 
.• . ' 
....: 
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- - - -
--
---- ---
-. -- ··- - -- -------
~.---T " 
- - ·--- ·-~ - .. -----
. 
. 
. --·-assigned- to a specific station ... on the assembly line:·· The total --- ···"" 
. - . - -
--
-- ----- - --···- . -
------....,.,,-------,. ..=-~wN100-:rr:kk----cc-oomnrtt;-eent--o-r-any-st:atT6n cannot exceed the cycle time and will 
.............. 
' 
not be less than the maximum-length work element assigned to that 
·--- - --- -
- ........ -~ -! ... -- .. ---·-- ... - ·-· 
- .... -· ...... -· --·-·· . 




·-The f ollow~ng rel_ationship restricts station ti:nie 
II 
-- -···-~-----~ ---~-.':.~~------··--··<>•--... ~--------·-:----~-------- -
- ... --- . . . . 
.,. 






















MAX Ei (k) < sk ~c -
N The S's will be equal for all stations on](y, if ~ E1/K is an k i=l 
. integer, and a perfect balance has been achieved. 
7. Balance Delay: The amount of idle·tiine for the entire 
• 
assembly line due to unequal values of ~k·. In a perfectly balanced 
.• 
assembly line where S = Sk = C, there exists no balance delay. 
.. 8. Procedure Di.agram: A graphical description of any ordering 
tn which work elements must be·performed in achieving the total· 
assembly of the product. The following diagram for a nine-element 
assembly process, is taken from Hoffman 
V 
.F_IGURE 1 
,An -element to the right of another element and :ponnect~c:J: to ·tt -by= 
a ,line cannot be performed before that element. 
. 
-. ,. 
9. Precedence Matrix: A precedence matrix is a. -square matrix 
- "' ---.:.---------------.--------·--·· -------------------















- - . 
-
------·----precedence· diagram. !t ·h-as ·a row· (i) and column (j) for each 9,,.. 
·' 
----·-· - -------- -- --·-·---· 
____________________ _element-,.-and--each --eel-1,----repre-s-ented by a· ro-w-.:..--c-olumn ··nrcersecflon ca..11 -
,, ·- • • ,_ • • • I~ -- :• ~ 
contain a (+1) for must precede, a (-l)·for must tollow, and a (O) 
\·for. no relationship.. The following m·atrix shows the precedence 
relationship of the preceding nine-element problem. 
__ . ________ ___:tt'._ _ __;_;.~.--_.__-----------:=--:----.._:__----. 
. ' ... 
. . 
.. 
'"' ::.:··· .. -- --"--·---
-------~-..-·--·,..,_ .. _ _.....--.. ----,..-·--.... ···--··----"-- .. t -
,. 
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The precedence cons traip>-ps i~p,o-se .r-~$.tr':i:~t i"Cjns ·on.· the line 
balanci~g. problem. Theij~·: re.stricti.on~·- a.re of· th.r¢e: types'; 
_l. Restrict.io._n ·cSn ·the order ·in whi'ch :th¢ ·pt~c·e p·ar:ts· 
·O:r;' :sub-···. 
assemb1±~:s_ ma-y. be· assembled wh·i-ch a.re ·inher·ent ·1n the·· de
sign 
.of :the p:r otluc. t . a 
-~ •.. Re·str:lctions imposed by the :po.sit·:_1.op o.f fixed: :f:a.c::i.~ito_:i.es .on. 
the assembly. line. 
... ,~ ;. 
. 
3. Rest-ric-t..ions impos.ed_J>y the nee~ to assemble a p
art from 
-
-·-- .. --- -
-... --: ·-~-~ :. the front or back or top or bottom - u~µ~lly· associat'ed 
- -
- - - -









& • - • 
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Fortified with the definitions associated with assem
bly .line 
- -·~- :.. ,. ·-
balancing a formulation of the line balancing problem i
s. the following: 
Given a cycle time c in units of time per unit output 
a set of tasks · · 









• • •• • • ·• -- •-------t..J __ , ____ - ~ J •c ~ " •' 
·, 
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... "\ 1 
. ·, 
'8 
... -- ... - . -·-·-,-·- ···:!~;~~- -·-·:··· --·. -··- ~--.. --- -·· ·:-··-.-.-""·;·;~-; ,...,-.-: .- ....,.._ -:-·. -----,,.. ... ·-- . . . .> ' - •• · - •• ·:··-·- - -- -----, ----- .•. -- --· -
'· 
,. 
E1 i = 1,2, ••• ,n to be performed acc·ording.to specified preced·ence . 
... 
r~lationships (the latter given.by·a precedence matrix) and given 
the processing time ti of ,task Ei, it is desired to find the minimum: 
number of groupings of these tasks into station~ ~uch that: 
1. The total amount of idle tim~ ·.is min:imized • 
. . . 
2. The precedence restri¢tions -~t~ riot violated • 
.. $. The total of the ,element.al .. times assigned .to ·and:: :one work 
station does .not: ex¢.~~Q· the eye-le time' bei;Q~, -~onsidereC:f. 
This is not. the· ,onl:y ppss·lble .. formulation ·of th·e· 1:fne balancing 
.Problem. Here is ,anothe.r formµ.l.~t-i<:>n·: ,g'fv.en. the. a.b·ove information, 
to· the' pr.e·ced··ence, ~Efqu:freiµen.ts .and :to. th:e· -cond-i tion that the total 
.. ~ 
. 
·t·ime. a.t· any· :s·tation does 11c{t ejc·ceed :c.-. Moodie: (21) in his· sec·ond 
ph·~§e :anti·Tonge (26) at.tempt to do so.. O·t:h·~·t· :vari~ti.ons- of· the 
p.-roblem. ·which have been c.o·nsider:~ci les,s f.r.equ·ent1.Y ·in:c3=:ucl~ .. : 
. ' ,, 
· .. ~ .. 




________ ... _ ,. -- --~-~ _ .. ·----- .. __ ___..... Kil.-lb.ridge---and--Webster -(14) have invest ig.ated---\1-&I!-iou-s--aspG~ts- -0-f- - -
industrial learning cost ~s related to_ cycle time: and Moodie (21) . 
has proposed a .model which considers the variabit4.ty of elemental time· 
.:. ;:, .. 
- ----- --------------- -· .. ,_-._- -·- ·---- - - ---------
values. Mansoor and Ben-Tuvia (20) analyzed two models for improving 
the efficiency of balanced lines by taking into accouQ.t. the variability 
-· ,- . -

















Assembly Line Balancing Techniques . 
' _ . .;,G_:. ' 
,f 
• 1' 
One of the earliest attempts at solving the assembly line balanc-




thesis at Northwestern University entitled, "Balancing of- a-Co, .... n~t ...... i.-4,jn ..... u~aL!iu&.lswL..___ _ ~~----~ ' . ---- . 
.. ,, 
Production Line.'' Bryton starts wl th a feasible ar:rartg·~ment of the 
~-
. . 
.· work elements for a. ~-:iven,. f i:,,ced n(unber .of' ·work stat-i·ons I! Briefly .. i" . - - • 
-- ~-
stated, .the procedure: is. as fdilow~.: .. 
·, 
work. t-inie.s·. . . 
.. 2... s:ubject tci any techxtol._og-:i.cal. re_s·ti(ic,tions;-, sele·c-t tor int.e)·-
that the diff eren.ce of the ··e:l:em¢nt· tim·e.s- i$- ne,ar.est to oi)e--. 
-li:alf: 'the- ·ctitteren·ce· :qf'. tile total_. "\vorJ( .station. :tin1~.s. M·ake· 
a.. .rf.· .no in·tetch~rige: ·will :r:e<Jq_ce" the :d-.tf··f~:er¢-nce, ·s.elect the 
nex_t. r~n-ked :m:in'imiitn. ·total'.' wo-r~. sta:ti.on t"ime, :and examine 
·..: 
b._, R~peat as above until all stat·ions have 'Been .. -examfne<;l-
r.elativ_e .to-- the -maxi-mum.-------· ... ~ ·. - . - ~···-:-- -·- ·-:.·~·. -~ - - --·~- • r:--.: ' 
3. Re-examine all total work station ·ttm~,~ -a.fte·r-- ~n: ::t:q.::t:e_rchaµg_¢ 
and_ again select a maximum and _a m:in-imlini. 
... -_.--- ·--. ~·---- . -
~--,---,- .-"4-------'--"---~-~-----,--..,.,..-_ ,cc·-.--_--,-~ -,-_ ...--'-,-_~---,------. ·-.--: .. 
• ... ,t'.:.;; :4. Interchange elements by Rule 2. ·' 
. 
' 5. Continue smoothing the q.tf·f_eren·ce :in .st:ttt.ion Qt·d.Jil~s:.'- ·unt:i1 
... 
further interch_ange·s .yield.-, no .:improyeme_ri.,t. 
.'f: Since this method . as.s:utne:s· a f i~ed number o_f_: ... work ~.t:~tii.ons, t'he: line· 
.. r--~------- - • ---
~~_.,...,._ . . . ______ -,-__ . ---.·-. : ,--.---,-·-----~-----
~---__ ,, ___ ___,.___......,. ---'------.. ··----:-~ ·, 
f 
• 1 







. balancing problem is solved by miinimf:cz_.lng the. maximum work station 
----~- - . . ~ 
time. Most of the st1bsequent· method$ will ~e b.ased· on the minimum 
n.umber of work stations· for a given cycle. time.. Salv~son (25) 
------~---------'----"p:;:__r_o---=p.,__osed an a_pMoach to this __ p;roplem_.tn .. whichc~ _the ·~__d.e -tim~ was_-Lixed ,-------
and the· number of stations a variable. His: ·defin.i:tion of cycle time 
-
is . a f u1.1ct ion of the ·p.roduc,t ion vo}·:t1_nie : 
T'i:.me in· production· peti9~·: 
.C· _:: 
:P·:tod·uction volume . . . . -· .· ~ 









·-Th_e.• methocl s_ugge.sts a linear programming type mode1 Efnc:o)jipassing ·all 
f \ 
-,~-. 
.. ·all.Y as ... follows: 
·~ 
... 
- ___ ........ ~ •. --
- -Let: B == (~ij) --be- ·-a--mat-rix -of- o··o';r-1 ~(nct~1nd'ic:atin~~·:'.O: ~.f· :~n --~iemen:f 
is not ass~gned to j th column (vector); an~, 1 .if it is. E:acb coluum _ 
- - - - -
-- ------- _-.-~--·· --~-- - --- - ' .. 
---------~-
··-· 
-. ~ ". ' '· 
. . 
vector is then a combination.of certain specified elements and as such 
__ ___:;_ _ ~_ --- ,_ __________ ---- -- ----------- ---~ 
may be considered .as a po.s:sible work station. Each such combination 
will have a characteristic idle time denote·d qy., 
- . -- ........ -- - ·-' 
..... --- _ ...... .. 
- -• .. --d 1 ~ . . . . - • 1 2 J. - C - L.J b ij ai .J ..... , . · ·;· , ... , 11 
•. 
wtiere a1 indicates the unitsof'tfme required to carry the ith 
·----~---.- -..... _. 
• 
. 
- --- - ---- --------·--------~l-----------
















,,/ ~ x j b ij = 1, i = 1, 2, ••. , I 1. 
j - 1,2, •.. ,n 
.3. 0 < 
-
~ b .· . a . .< c, J·. =· 1,_2:,· .......... :·,· n ~ l.J ·ij -
·The: ·.res~t:rictions define· ·a convex subset ·of· ~n n--.d-imen$_;ional s_pac,~·-'· J 
·ea.:ch point ·in wb1ch is specified by'.. a.n: n-tupie· (x1 , x2 , .. .. ,-~ti). 
The ext,·remes .Q.f. tije: su:i:~·set are :thos·e 'rt--tuple·s in which: ,0 :L 
.. ;., 
:o. 
x -= l .j_ .;;' 1:, :-2 ,· .- • -~.,I). 
.... ~1:·nimi-z.ed·. ijowever, Salves:·on. points out. that:, ''.ln .. order to obtain '•· . 
thi·s :co·n:venient mathematical model,. ori_e ipi1st use: a ·pre-enumerated: 
,matrix ct( :;feas.ible:J combinations which ~'an be ... enormo:u$1y 1:arg·~,- :~l.-t.hough· 
·be: C(>n$iderably· r~dµced .;., 
.. ~ By considering the prob·~·e·m as one. i"Ii ·a. c:tiscr:'et:e :var.i·.a:b1·e, rather 
than a continuous .·variable, · S·alvesotf""" then p_resents .a pr..Qcedure which 
. s~b-~---~~tll_:t~f? combinatoria.l-.anal-ysis for ~t-he:· matl;'ix ·1nve~s:ion routine. 
of the linear programming formulation. · ·The objective of mini~_izing 
. ... . .. - . --- - -
-
id.le time remains the same. ~ .... ------·"· ~ .. -·--------,,_., ~" • .. • .S"1:' -.,,.,;t- 1-t..r"• ~ V"A ..i:.·t~·~ • - , _•--."°' ~i:,. "WI'-~ •.t 
·, 
r. • Ml. .. _, , • ...,._ 
• ~ Ir•_.- .. ,•~, . ..,... ........ I, I;•· ••• 
--• J • 
•••-i r •·• 1 ~, •',I · ~ .... t··- "!"'•,-• • • 
-~ ''"":····• 
-; ... : 
• 
-.. •,--.......,.--~ . --· 
In this procedur~, ~ matri.x B is en.umerated as before subject to· . "" \ ._. 
. . 




0 > :b-. . . a . >· c ... 
_.., ·J.J 1 :-.. 
.• 
.... - ·.-• 
l 
j: · -:-: l _,. •, ·• .... ,.:-11. 
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and such that the precedence relations are not violated. The 
·--associated idle time, d'., for each combination is compute~; where 
. J ' 
... 
d = C - ~b ·a j "r ij i j = .1, •.. ,n 
An initial feasible solution.is generated by selecting from matrix B 
---~----
combinations having the lowest value of dj and, not containing any 
element already selected. From this initial solution, a systematic 
procedure is g~ven for repeated regrouping .. _of the· elements to find I -
the combination giving the.best balance. 
Al though Salveson.' s. contribution is not considered. practical for 
.. 
~ctual applicatio:g., "i.t has been of great academic usefulness in giving 
a clear statement -o·:t· the problem and defining much of the line balan-c--
ing nomenclature· ·which is generally used today .. · The combinatorial 
magnitude of a' line-balancing problem can be appr·~ciated through study 
of Salveson's method of solution. 
Jackson.-(11) developect: aij 11.lgorithm which opti.ma;lly solves the 
:line. bal.ancing problem as ,def~ned· by Salveson; his .ni:ethod involves 
~x~niination of :all. pos·sible work st·ation element ~ombi'nations by ex-
haus'tive eriu;meration. As :fhe solution p_rogresse:s, th~re is a systematic 
~ .. 
' . 
elimination of the less valuable alternatives. ·The rules for the step 
..... . . .::, 
-- - _.... . -··-" . -·-· . by step enumerati~n, ~s -tak.en .. ~f.rom Jackson .are the following: 
Given a sequence ·X(l),"·. ~:, X(n-1), where_ ~@.~11 X(i) is.a._set-of .... -------·---- ·- --·-·· -- ---- -·--··------------ --- ---------- ----- -··-- ----- - . 
....... -.. - _..,. ___ ., ........ 
-· .. . . - -- - . . 
is'the collection of sets of elements as follows: 
' ' ... _., .. :'C,,,.J.......:--...:...~ -~,_'-, .-
: .. ' 
















.. , ... ·,.· .•.. ·· 
• 
• :13 -... ; 
·-
'I. D¢1ete from the precedence graph of the line-balancing prob- . 
1~m all operations included in the sequence X(l) , .•• , ~(n-,1) , 
·and all precedence lines emanating from these e!lements •. 
• 
2. List all sets-1 of element's on the graph. _of Step 1 such- t·hat: ~ 







 .... ,N•~ • 
. _ which a precedenc·.e .line l~ads to. t.~e ·-given .element., 
is not greater than the upp~~ liniit on. ·the :eye le time. 
c. No operation can be added. to I: wi:t:-l~<>tit violating a or b·~ 
3. · (Can be omitted, but .of·t~~l At- th.e :cos-t; .o.:f' substa9t ially enla;r-. 
s·et-s :X for which t:h.¢.)te· 'i-:s anot-he_r- set Y ,on th¢ list (st·i-ll 
,n·ot, crossed off) , ·SU:C:l)-. that : 
~,. There is just .one· element -x in Jt :which·: i:$ not; fJ/l-so .in ·v.-. 
1:>., .T;here is ~Orne element y in Y,. ·w:hich. ls not in :x., wh:j.c:b ·has· 
·a Jle:t'forrnance time at least as. :gte:a,t a:S' t:l}at: O·f ·X·., and 
-s.uch th~t precedence lines can be followed from y direct 
·• 
·t-q_ an-y element Z from··wl11ch there is a cl.irect- precedence 





--·. - --- . 
.. ... . . ----- -
-_--· ·Wheri no further sets ·can be crossed off py step 3, the computa-
> 
- . 




-ments after a sequence ot sets of elements consists of the set· of all 
elements not included in the sequence. From here the solution to. the 
line balancing problell'. is 01:>tained by ·assigning the sets of the sequence 
------------- -- --- -- -




u .... ,. . 
-- - - -----
·------·---------·· ~-- ____ ·_· __ i/ ---------~·...:.:..;.~----: -· ~·~---- ___ :.:~-. ·---·~---~~------~-_ ;_;;_-.-,--,----- -···------·-· 
,. to successive stations and the remaining elements to the station 
immediately after that to ·which the last s·et in ,sequence is assigned. 
Jackson provides proofs that the method is exhaustive and will, 
therefore, find a.n optimal solution. 
,it. 
The main objection to Jackson's algorithm is the amqunt of 
. 
. 
computational effort needed to solve .. la-rge problems; however, his .. 
method is. the basis for the ·mos.t widely used.·analytic system of 
line balancing used in industry today., 
Subsequent to the publication of Jackson.:'.s- pr:9c~g.~re.,: a modi---
.. fication was suggested by Helgeson and KwP :(s) .which, for e·qui,va:.;. 
lent total idle time., i_s designed to minimize the .. _station to: s:tation. 
·va·r.iation in worl~ assignment. time. This later-- crite·r.ion is ~ore 
p·syG·bologicai than _economic but it. might be impo:r.tan_t for ·:g-ood 
.eip.plo,yee, relatit~h.$. in. __ actual applications • 
.. Held,· et ... al.. (6) presented a dy~amlc ·p_r·qg-t~nuning: approach: to:· 
\.: assembly line. ·balan·c}--ng wll,ich they show· .as :being· GO~p.i.ttati-opa/lly' 
'>· 
feasible for problems of lim·i ted size on existing -cqrni:>"uters. For 
. .••. -




--- - -- -----
.. 
.,. 
- . . ' 
____ ;._:,--=..-··:- --- . ~:-,-- .... --
.. -.. 
" - - --· --:--· - - ind.ic-ate an -experimenta-1 program for the IBM-7090 as having a two 






... Hoffman (10) i!!__ a __ µniv.~~~.tiy __ ....Qf Wisconsin- Ph, P! :Yh~t~:tt~-P.re.aente:ct:-~=-=:-:-~=-· .. -··--· -----~-.-...---·----- . ·~·- ... , ,, 
·---
-~-·~----------, ··•'.. , '·'-J-- ·---- ••"'-·······;r)';"..-l' . ., M., ..... ,~ • .:, .":;"-..._· •• - ~ -·•·· .. ,...._ --·· __ ... __ .,, ·,•• 
___ ... ~ ... 
··"-·.._--; ___ '.-.::.,.·,_...._.,..,. • •. ~·. r 
~- -- ~--• .- , --- -·"- •. ~. 
·:-··-. ___ ._ ___ --· --- .an ·enuiiiera t'ion met-hod .. for the assembly line balancing pro~le_m wh_icb 
,, 
.. - - .. ... . . 
uses a_ precedence mat.rix to ge~erate all feasible assignments of 
. elements )'hich do not exceed .. a given cycle time to the assembly 
; 







; :, ~ 
t, :·.:·~ 
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station. The matrfx, as- defined by Hoffman, contains a (1) for 
each ij entry where elemerit Ei precedes element Ej; all other 
entries are equal to zero. · 
. . •..: 
Hoffman calls the pr9cedure a "~successive maximum elemental time" 
:· technique. 
y ; 
The search technique used in selecting an element. for 
possible assignment to· ~ work station· ·.1s based on. c.ol.~_Dµl. ~ums developed 
'"' 
trom the· precedence matrix which in effect .gives :a position.al weight-
,:i11g to the ,,.,,elements. Assignme~t~ are made and cumulative stati'?n 
~ 
'time-· compared ~o the cycle t:i"me· in much the same· -way a.-s the procedure 
sµg.g.e~ted PY .1tet·geson· an:d Birnie (7) •. Haµd. ·c~lc~1..atioµ :b:y· this 
. . 
.f.or ¢ompu.t.~t ·appllcation .and ... ll"off:rnan. ha·s developed a Fortran pr·ogr$Jri 
·f·.or that purpose·. The '._1>rogr-.am·, h:_a_s :_a~p_a.re.ntly been us .. e~ :Sµ-ccesst-u).'ly 
.on CDC 1604. 
Klien (15)': g .. :i.v,e$· a.JJ: ~p.~ly.t·}c:~1 method. or· line balancing when 
. . . 
the order of ope rat ions is specified. :H_is illet.h):>d Jnvolves determin_~ng 
-the :m:tniinum b'alartc~·- d'el·a:y for: a serie.s gf cy~Ie times, c · ~ c ~ c, 
:__. p,. 
.. where~ C ·is the minimum cycl_e till)e (.C ·..:..r· max· ~f:j.) , .and C is the maximum-
-
-· - -· ·.~ ...... '.' '-'- - -·-· -""t .. __ _. ______ . 
cyci'e t'ime acceptable t<? man·ag·ement:.. C ls, considered an integ·er. ·He 
.• ___:_ -- - ------=-- - - . -
lists the following. th.ree s·teps: 
- - ~ --~··, .. 
.. ~ 




,., .. -. _ .......... ·- -- ..... _ ...... , ____ .,.,-.-~- ,_ --·-·-- --·--- elementary·operations. .... ,.-_ ......... ___ _ 
2. Compute an optimal balance for eachc .. of th·es,e orders 
u. 
overall possible cycle times .associate·c:t. ·wlt:h· tbe· o-rd:~t.· 
3. Select the best balance .fi;-om (2). 
.. .... 
.  













. ., -- --- . ,' 
~,_..,,,_,••'"' ,R,-·,, - ••·"' • ' ~-.' ,· • ~~-•-a'<,,; -,~·.· .. .- -·~_/,:.· ... ,.: . ., -,,,·,,.:: •• a:'°•• .':'~.·-~·.-..-~:~~- ·,/~:~-:·;:\''.:I,..._ .. •- -·,-;t;-,.·•\-~---<,-~, ,··:',";'.-,_~_
1
c1 /_.:.·/'·_•\;_,:,.:-, (~),;:_• _'.."•_~, :··,:·'.' .".,''---,ut_/_··.-::,;'·,~.·,,. '-!j.~:.) ;;_::.: .. ::;.~-:.··v·~-~~'-.'.'.~::•,<;-~(<1/.' :'.; l/ -~ :: ':' •,::··,'.,:::I- ~-:~.it.··,~.:-~ -i~ !_·,::;,,· • 
- - . -· ----·----·-- -,----'--· . -----· ·---- --- --·. -- ·--·- -
" '\ 
,"·;: 
,, Klien gives ,a. :proof f:or the optimall~y· ·of his: method but does 
not give an ¢.numeration technique. Comput.i11g an o.ptimal balance 
f·or several· cycle times in order oi .<fe:clining :cycl,~ time will result 
.±n baiances with increasing number ·of st:ation·s., w~1.rih may be un-
. . 
. a.cceptable ~f a-spec~f ic · amount ·p.f wo.:t~ ::is· to be done in ·~· :g.iven 
\. :/ 
' 
·amount of time. He makes the .r;¢ma:rk ·t:lla,t b.i.s method will probably 
.. 
·sutfer from the s:am~ Q.efe·ct wll·i·ch .. plagu·e.s. all mathematically-based 
,n¢t)iodi; of lin.e b·aI.an.c:i:ng·:; ih~ requt.red enumeration qf: ail f~.·asJ.b_le 
,;~rderj~g·s .. will be' impractical :f<:>r larg.e prob:lems •. .~ 
Gutjahr and Nemhauser .(5)' .g·:iVe· an. alg:q1\ithin b.a:s:ed o'n finding. 
t'hlS. Jii.¢th9d. repr.ese-nt:s: .a co11s:id-er.abl.e. impro.vement. over· th·e .shor·:t~S·t 
·T.he:y :inct·ic~te that: there .is a .clt>~e .. . 
.. . 
. 
relationship be(t'wEfe11. :their algorithm ,and. t.h¢. ·dY:riaJJli·c: p.rog.ranurring· 
approach_ of :Held. e-t. :al. , ·t,U;,t. .clalm a redu·ct ion in: .{:ti.e; :·n·e.ce·s.s.ar .. y· 
,,. 
computati'on,.· 
· ·M:anso~tr· (:-1~). ·suggests an; i)1i:i:t~·oyeme11t to. the algorithm. de:ve'l.~.o:ped 
b.y 'Gutjahr and 'Nemha.Us·er. The· i~prove~~nt- -s~ggeste~ by Manso~r . ·-,. 
applies tq __ {}!~ SeGond stage of _the_ algorithm and .genera-lly·,_ r:eaulct:s, . . .... 
·i·n a reduction in the number of computations leading to an optimal 
\I 





r .. ~ - . • ·~-.-.--..... , ... ,,,. _____ ............... 
.. -- --·~----be "niore' eff :i.cient--than t-he original because in most instances an ... . 
·-optimal solution is generated -after cons.idering o:qly ~ fraction 
of the shortest: route calculati·onf3 .. 















assembly line balancing.was given by Helgeson and Birnie (7) and 
. . ' 
• 
invol.ves -choosing elements for assignment to stations by a ranked 
r, 
positional weight technique. They have considered two formulations 
of the p·roblem. ·· 
1. Minimize th·e numb·et of work: _s·i~,tlons .f:crr J1.. :gjven cycl~: 
time •. •:-. 
.. 
·The· first method :1-s ¢~s.ie.r to s·ot~/e:., bu:t ~-·a;re·ry give~- tJ1.e b·es t 
above formulations~ the p·ref-e:r:red. balance i'$ the :one. w-j. ti) the most 
even distribution of work. -acroftS tbe staitio_n.s_. 
\ 
The :t.echnique as applied- to the f.irst fornni1ation -is .d·escrib'ed· ... 
·The f:irst step is to ·f:o~m: .. a precedence ma.trix: Qf: _the f_o.rlil 
d-escrj_bed in an ¢·arl:ier $:~ct ion wJler~: 
':-
elemen·t .. 
-1 cf~notes olie- 'e.·l·emen·t must not be: p¢rformed befor.e another ~ 
(llem:~011t _:has: been pe:r.f armed. . 
' . 
-- ____ .,.... 
,i . 
_. .• 0. d . '"'d . .· ·. . . " · enotes .· oes .-not· _matter. 
.,_; :. . " 
The next ste11 ls: ·to calcnii:ate. the· 'pos_:i_t.-ional w~tght fbr each 
/ .. 
wo.rk element· and it is equal to its time pius the sum of fhe times 
____ ___....:.--------of all el·ements-wnrc~- Jl!ust _follow it .... The e-leine-nt-s--are .assignlnt _________ _ 
in order of declining positional weight, he ce pre~edence restric-
·t ion·s :are :1iot. v:iola ted. . . . 
.. 
Si.nee. the pos i·tional ·we=tgh_:ts ·· .are 11Ste. · in declining. order, the 
.. 






. - . - - - ... 
----:-~--····· 




• I '· .. 
18 
. ,.;.', 
a-ssociated ordering of elements represents a permutation o~ :the 
elements in which the precedence restrictions are observed. The 
• 
elements can .~e assigned to consecutive stations on the assembly 
line in that order. If, durillg the as·sigruntint of elements to-
stations, an assignment of less .i.dle t~me- c~n, be obtained by. 
1-. . - . 
- 1 
assigning an element of a lower po~iti·onaJ -w.~iglft:- than the one 
.Lndicated by the original-- ·permutation,.;, t-hi:s -~~:ign.ment, must be 
• 
. . 
. made if. precedence is n.ot violated. Logi.eal decision rules a-re .. 
·g:tven for the element assigrunent. 
The second formulation of the prob·1~~---i.s ~ctuall_y a .. :cont:iµu·~-. ' 
ation of the .. first.- The line i$ balanced for a :g-_i_v.e;11 :cy_cle·. ·time·· 
.· as ,a,.bo.ve. .A_. :Sec_ond. problem is· t~en · s·:olved in-- like ·mannel". uslrig ·a. 
GY .. c.1-e time. which· i~ oµe time .inc.reme·nt :sma:Jler· t_h·an the· limiting 
~t.a_ti<>n time... ·suc·cess·±ve. lt_era.tions i'n· the ~:~m(a manner will lea.q 
) ·t:o a m-inimll:Jll -cycle time· for a. gJV¢11 :ntimbe·r of. work stations. 
--weight technique" ·of -Het·geson :and Birnie~ :He $.ta:te·s tha.t the method 
·desc;x:ill_e_d b_y H·e1ges.on and .Birnfe dQes, .. not alway$. 1:ea-d· to·· an optimal 
. - ·-o·ptimal soluti9~ .can be obtained. 
·fff• 
.. 
'The problem that Mansoor con-
-~· .. , 












_ ---' .. -Of wru:k .. stat ia11s.....or..,~,...geae-~-y---4&::-de~:-the-cmost -etf1c1en-t=--··· .. C .. c ••• ----~-- ~--= -· .... •'· .. ·-· ·--··-· ----· .. ,. . --. . ' -. . ... --- ·- . fi 
operating conditions required to !)alance_ ~ ~given assembly line, ~ 
The theoretical cycle ,time.,..ts given by:-_ I 




= p + k .. 
~.·' 
I· 
- ...... , '· ... " - - .--···' . 
. . . . ·. 7 .. -." ' --... ~-:- . ! . • ' . 








T total work c'Ontent of the assembly in units of time 
K = number of work stations 
and Sis the remainder term. 
Ifs'# o, c1 D1,ust be rounded upward to the next integer and a petfeCt 
) 
balance ;is •riot possible; i.e., there will be a certain amount of 
Mansoor makes use: of tbfs slack time to evalu-~:t:e· ~·ach total 
:station assignment as it is made. No combina:tiqn ts. permitted which 
.. 
. h·as unas-s:igiled time greater than t.he total r~ma:ining slack uni ts. If 
no solution: is found, the cycle. t:im.¢: i.S inc.rease.d. b_y .on~- un·.i.t and the 
procedure repeated. 
S,tar-ting with a value o·f c. f-or th~- :particul:ar K und:·~~- co.~~: 
1 
sideration, the method· is t.n 0th.et. ciet~jls e-ssent-·ially: the. same. :.as 
that proposed by Helgeson :and. B_i:rnie •. :aowe-ve:r., :·it-. ~ppe~r~ that . '. 
Mansoor' s mod if ica:tion• will f.ind :a.ssi.gnme:i1t combinations that. :might: 
not have been found py the or·iginal :inet:hod ... Apparently, -n.o' at-t)3mp_t 
' . . ' 
has been made to program the method for a~_computer. 
A heuristic meth.od which slightly predates the He;i·geson-Birnle 
method is that pro.posed by_ l{ilbridge ~rid Webster (13). Their method, 
':J 
, .•.. , .,. •.-i.. l • ~' 
,, 
which. they- claim-to-~be--p-iactical ___ t'of- pajfEfr·--·ana-··p'enc-fl -ualancing ·of------------------
----...,........,..------·----·--- --~------------.. --- ---·----- --
..... ----..---~-___...··-----·-·a:s--sEiiiiol-y··-1-rifesol:-·-·reaI'1S-t·1~L-itze---trt i-J.=i·z-es·· the-- permu-t-ab.i l.it.y.-·;;f -~e-1-emelit,&.--.,;~;r. .... ::c:~~-- ·,.:. 
I . . . 
..,. 
within the prec·edence diagram (without viol~t~11g pre.~ede~ce restrict~o:1?-~}_L_ 
along with ·human judgement to obtain good feasible, if not optimal, 
balances. Where other methods rely on_ manipulation of the precedence 

















matrix, this one emphasizes. analysis based on the precedence diagr$111, 
The Ktldridge-Webster method slightly modifies the precedence diagram 
,. 
by aligning all elements which have no. ordering relationships among 
themselves, under specific columns. Thus, the precedence diagram 
would be presenfed in the form illustrated by Figure 3 if its solution-
were to be <:le.rived· bY the Kildridge.;.,Webs ter method. 
l 2' 3 
.. : 
-·FIGURE 3 
The cha:'racteristics of the above diagram can now be observed.~ 
· The cOlU.@iS of the diagtaJij shown in .. Figure 3 contain "lle!Dents which 
-
are .mutually indet>endent and which can be permuteQ, within a given 
,column .. 
.. ,; . . .. 
In addition some elements can be moved laterally from left 
- --··- - . ..:. . --~-
to right without. violating precedence. It is these properties of 
permutability within columns and.lateral transferability that are 
I • ' • - - • -· •ir·· -
used by Ki1bridge-and--Websi:er ur-o"Dtaill a good balance. - - -· -- - - -- - -
-- . --. ·===:-_,_...:. _-_ ------·'--::_-_ ---~~--·----~-_.!!!'---.':.~~-;.·-:-:.~---OM!:!.--:._-:-_--=-...... :-= .. =--=--=--=-_.: . .,..,.:: .... =, .... 
----·· ____ ----~ .~;p,l'_QC~oiil'Ei~~iB-::to:--ser·UV""r'ta15Ulifr .. ·repreSE!lltation of the --. ' ---;--:-:;·. - .. . - . 
precedence diagram as shown .. in _·Figure 4·. 
'' 
... 
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·columns 'T$sk Can Move To 
• 
.. 
C-an go to column: 3 
. 
If 7 and 8 move t::o: 
4 and 5 
Ca-n go to- column: -4 ·j.f 






















Jcinge (2!3). present·ed. a.: "Heuristic Liµ~. )3aianc1ng .P·ro·cedure". In 
· t:he .introduction he st:ates, "Because this ~pprt>a¢-b.: does not gua~ai1JE1e·0 ,· 
an optlmal _solution, the '.ult.ima.:t¢ ·meastir_e: of a ·h~Ji_risttc· _pro_gram. i,$ 
whether it pro·vides bette.r s.olut-i_o11$- ·m.ore;, qti:ic:k1y·. ~nd/o'r· 1.e~s., .::exia 
~--
pensively than other methods.'' •. · - - - -.. - ' . ·: :-· .. ,: 
I' 
-
- -- . -Tonge' s -procedure cons-is ts oJ~ ·tnree phases: ? 
Phase I - repeated simplification 9f the in~t~~~ prople_m. _Qy ---------·-~·------····· . ·- .. 
..__ __________ ___,g __ r_o_u__.p ___ i~g-adj aceJ1:t _el..e.men.ta J tasks-.int0--eomparmd-~-~-~-.!. _: 
.-·--;-~~~- - - --..... -·-·- ·•--· -- -·, - . - •. - _' .•.. ' ---•··-"'.'- ·-----~-------- . .;...,..~ • ..-_.;.-~_.;--.,._.,.,-- • .1._.. _ _,;,.._, ----"" . ._ ... -·-.L'..t-'\~.--~_-;,,; .... ..;:.;_.,.::i:_ -,;.;. ... ~..:.~·,;~•.:;"?'""":",~,.:::t,::~::"""4:·'-~--f • 
"' ' 
' . 
. : .:_: .•. ;... 
Phase II - solution of the-simpler problems tbrough created by 
· ·assigning·the compound ·tasks to work stations •. The compound 
- - ' r" 
















Phase III - smoothing the resulting balance by transferring 
tasks among work stations until the distribution of assigned 
time is as even as possible. 
, ... , ...... 
In order to f·orm aggregations of elements, Tonge develops the 
concepts of a "chain" and a "set". A group of adjacsht elements 
whose relative order is completely determined, each except the 
first having-J a single dire·ct predecessor and each except the la~t 
having a single direc-t fpllower, can be replaced by a single compo\lnd . 
. 
. 
. " " element called a chain • A. g·roup of elements 'whose relative order 
.is completely unspecified, all h~ving the same direct predecessors 
a~q, f.ollowe~~' can be replaced by a single compouncl element called 
'' " 
:a, set··:., 





-----· ·---· . . . ·-...:.. -
.--·"':-'" -: .•''! - -· 
FIGURE 5 ... 
To furthe.f ··f acf1):·tate the combining of elements, Tonge introduces 
'., 
.··- ~ ---- _ .... ;....,,,__ ·-- _\~,;.;__.=,· . 
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•, the 'Z'. This is a group of four elements with th~ two front elements 
'I having common predecessors and the two back elements having common 
followers. The single direct follower of one front element is one • 
of the bac,.k elements;· the two dire.ct followers of the other front .... 
elements are the back elements. ·Th.e back elements have no\ other 








't . ) ; t.,. 
cedure for ba:lan-c_ing 1.ines. In the i·1r$t phas.e·- .tt :preliminary balance .. " 
. :LS obtained using tbe ·t'la;_~g:e·$.t. candidate tti1.e'·': ' . Construct work sta-





. -- - - -
-· ... --- ---- .,._ ---·------. -· .. ··------- - .. 
· --·are-'f.easible arid-wil-1 :f:I:t the ·current station, the ·one with the largest 
...... . ..,. .. 
· per·f orinarice time .• 
In the second phase as in Tonge's Phase lII, heuristics are used 
__ , ...... - -- ··-- ..... - ........ -.-- ....... - ------ .- . 
~ to shi,~ t tasks be-tween stat ions ttr· at tempt frig to·· ·r-e~jice·~:idle time • . -·- -- ... - .. -----------·:::..-•··..,;-.~ .. --
. 
. The heuristics prescribe a series of trades of single elements betwee,!1 .. ___ .. i..._, __ .-.. ·--4 . - ·• 
stations, wi-tb each trade reduci_ng, or at leas.t not· increasing, cycle 
,r --·. ~---
-· ....... 
time·. ~--•• .._. ~- : • • I 
. . - ,.. .. 
~ 
___ _,__;._.._----~ Mood.ie---and-You-ng!..s-J}roeed:ttre ·attows tasR performance- times to 
.· . 
• 
--...- " -, ~~~--------- ... - . - ~-- ....... -··- --· -~' 
--·· - .- ~ ,.-
, , ,., .. _ _,, .'· !,-\ . "') ~"! • ~ •, ·-,I 
---------·-. ----:---,..- --•·•,.r; .... -----... . 
. .>-'.. 
; .. ~·--·' ··-· .... _,_,,., .. 
,, 
•,. 






'· f -1 
.. 
,. 
be variable. They assume that the times for n tasks are independent, 
... 
normally ~istributed random variables with known means and variances • 
. 
The criterion for a station being filled up becomes the probability 
that the sum of the performance times of the tasks in that station _b'.e:. 
gre.ater than .cycle time is less than (say)· 2%. The second phase •now 
' I 
also attempts to equalize the variances between stations. 
Because of the growing availability of computers to mo_$l: ma·nu~ 1 . -
factµ~ing: ¢once-rns and the extreme rapidity with which the.y can perfor111: 
ma_t·h_e_·ma.:tical comp.utat_ie>n_s. c;>r perf·orm logica+ d.ec_i$-ions in comparison 
..... 
• to manual m~fthoci_s,_ mu-ch· of tll·e ·~odel. ci.eve1opment: -ha~ be~n directed· 
toward compu·-ter: u.t:~I-:iz:at:lon· .. :Exhau$t;i.v·e:- ·a._lgo:rithms a-re': not suitable· 
fbr anything bu·t :a cq111put·er, .be.c·ause of t"~ie iarg;e number of computa-
• 
tions .. n~ces.~:ary .. · ·the heuristic b_~l·ancfng· J.eGbn.i:ques hold promise fo.r 
The ini"tiaI 'industrial appl.ic:at_:fon of:: li:he. :balancing. meth.:C>~s. was 
the implement~t-ion ·of Jacl<son.ts algor.i t~, JDQct:ifie:d with ·zop.irtg . · .. 
constraints, by Burges.on and Dawm (4) gener.a11·y: ·kno,wn }i"s the J.BM-
Westinghouse Program for Computerized Li~e Ba.lancing:. Other companies .. ;. 
..... -.-~ ..: __ ._..... .... --·------- - ·-· - ----··-· .. · .. , . 
- - - - . }. . - ---- - - . --- - •... 
especially the appliance industry, have made_. us-e .. of the !BM-
. ( 
Westinghouse Program for their manuf actur:ing: an_d. have made various 
_improvements to increase the util'ity of the basic idea. The-heuristic· 
. -- -·- .. 
,. ·-- -~ .. -·-·- .... ------------ -- . ..,_ .. ·- - .. 
. --····-~····--.:------_ -~-~ifief'balarfcing-method'"_is. used in ~-~yera.~ industrJ_~s,._ and_its appli-~ ___ __..,:. _____ , ___ ·-·*'i···· ~--· ~--·· 
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III MATHEMATICAL MODELS INVESTIGATED· 
',· (, . >< , .. · . i ttr I I S 
·•; 
., 
This investigation was c~ncerned ·with the application· of the 
linear programming approach to the as~embly line b .. al:an·cing: problem. 
The mathematical linear programming models have be:en developed by 
Bowman, Salveson, a.nd- Wl;li-te. The models chosen for this· study_ were 
: ... . .. . :,<; 
. ·,, White's modif.-ic-ation: ·;whlch transformed- B0wma1i''·s first 1 i1;1~~r. ~program---. ' - ·- •. . - ,: . . . . • 'I., . - - . 
-
• ...:. • ,. . • -.._ 
mi:rig·· approach in"to a zer.o~one, integer progra~ing problem ~nd Bowman's 
s.e:c-.qnd :fq~mµ.l~·:i..on, in :which the- solut_i()~ i_s. d-~pend: nt upon integer 
:soluti.ons to linear p_r.ogr-a)iunirig models.·. 
I' 
.' 
.:· ..;,, .. , 
a.s:sures· a task's being_ ~$si-g:ne·d t:o.: ·one·· and: on:.l_y qrte -st:atfon and 
prpvJ:tfes an optimal ·solu.tfon-. 
. l·.· Cons.tant wo.rk eleni¢nt: t.imers. :Cd··et.ermf:n.i~.t.-f.~) .. 
.. ,:., .. 
·' 
:2 -._. Multiple. s:t at i""oh:S .•. 
~cite-:_ 
.. consi.-de·re·a ·to·.- ·b.e ·the. tr,ivial c·ase ., . ..... ·· 
_"<f!.' 
The objectfve .f.,rnc:tlon i.s to minintiz·e i.dle t:im_e. J·or. a .gtven cyc_le 
... 
_.::;.-·. 
assembly line. due to :unectu.al va!'Ues. of .stat.i:.on; ti11le, S·k. 
' I 
L~ • .I ~ 
-~. 
Co.risld:e .. r the f"ollowing partial orderi:gg c9nst,r.~.1n·t_ .scllema.tiC! .. 
...: .. :...~ '':. .:.. ... ·: '. .. :,., 
---------------·--
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Bowman's first linear programming formulation is as follows: 
8 
E _tj The sum.of the task time is 75 minutes= where 
t. i 1 j th k ·j = t -me to comp ete tas . j = 
.-hour. 
Number of sta~ia~: 
,., . K. I:tj 
min 
C 
than 1 . 
.,, 










1, ... ,8. · Consider 3 units pef 
, K must pe an integer. greater 
Conside~ s~v~n stations: K = 1,2, ... ,7. 
.. 
the amount ,''. th 
" Define Xij as of time devoted to the- j operation at the 
i th stat.-lon 
8 
i = k' ~-. :J., ... 2,· .. :• • f 7 
r 
(1). ·. L x
1
J ~· c. 
j=l 
j ·=· 1 ,· '2 , • . • , 8 
.. r. 




. · ... 
7 
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-,,~.i; -ri . 
_......__.J--C..>.-'..-_ ........ 
.::_.. 
·· This set of constraints (2) assures that e·ach is performed and per-------~--------
-------·-------- - -- ----------
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for • 1, 2, ••• ,7; 1 -- j =- l ,_ 2:, -!. •: • , 8 
.. , 
. .. The set of. constraints (3) ~ssures that -t'3e operations are no.t 
.. 
sPlit between statiOns, and are assigned to .only ·one staiioµ. 
. . . -< 1/17 :X.12 .... 
: .~· ·.~·-
. <. (4)-- -l/1-7 :X ._-. -
., ,- /22 








cons\raints are ,s.at:is_f ied--., /, . . . . - ,-- '• . . . . . 
The objective funct·ion:_: 
.. . .. 
.. :· 
makes later· --sta.tions ~-xce:edifi:gly costly, pushi~g dp~r:~tions· as far 
,· 
for.wa~d .~.s pbys_·ic:ally ·po.s:sib;le-. -. Station l through 4 lrius--t cert~inly 




... ,; :' . -,~ . 
.  
-" 1,. 14, 196 is to mak.e Oh~ unit of a later assignment more costly than 
. . 
the. ·sq_n1 of· :t:h:e .costs of .i>·receding s-tatioii -~_ss-.fgnments. 
-. 
The f irs't l:inear ·pro·gtam ·fpr the sample problem uses 135 con-
·-
stralnt equat.ions witll 56 variables and 56 special integer variables . 
.. . 
Slack variables -are· i1ot counted~ 
Whj_ te transformed Bowman's first 1 inear _prog_ram to. a .zero-one 
- ~ --------· ----- ·-




- . ~ ·.·-~ 
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f, - ••.•• 
equations and special integer variab1e·s·. White's f·ormulation is as 
follows: 
I . - -
_Using the same problem, define X ... -:- 1 .. if. we do ope:r.:~t--l:on· j. at 
lJt 
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.. (1) E .tj xij j=l 
.. 
... 













x .. - 1 ·t_rue· 'fQr a!l j:. 
l.J -
·-'r4is assures that each operation. 'is .. pe:rf:ormed ~ ·. 
(3) 
x22 < X + X: - ·11 21 
l• ,"". 














This as i;;ures l)t()per ordering f , that is tlfat p.re<;edence cbns t.:i;-1:!,'ill'tS are 
ira t isf.:ied .. ; . . •. . . .. 
,·The ·objective function: .is: 
Thi'$ linear progr·amjning fo:-mulati'on reduced Bowm.an 's fir.st a:pproacn; 
. ' : .. 
l' 
. (.. 
-· .. \ 
from 135 to 71 constriiint equations and from AJ-2 variables tO 56 .• 
~.,....___;___.·.,,.vu·acriab1es ,. not count111g. siacl{s-.: The 56 special intege:r ·va-ri.ables 
X .. I were eliminated. 
-~J ., 
Bowman's second formulation which partial1y·~·par8:llels the model 













__ __,,.. _____________ --
~- ' 
- ----------------· .. ~---- -----·~ -·----
developed by Manne is described as follows: 
___ ...._ _____ ·-------·----
--...- ·----:----'----·---------
us·ing the .sa,me p.ro~ble~ _d~fine- Xi as me-aning the clock· t.ime when 
operatio_n i is start·ed. -The number of stat.ions. -are as before and 
~ ... ·· 
are shown in the·figure below • 
. . 
. - . 















I i . \- I 
' ' . 
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Sta ti.on 1 2 3· 4 5 Clock Time 1-20 21-40 41-60. 61-80. 81-100 101-120. 121-140 The ·stations n~ed not be included ·explicitly in the formulation.· 
(ll 
• • • 
.0:. 
The constraint s.et (1) assur,es pfoper· ordering; that is, operation 1 preced~s oper.ation 2 · as 1' s · star.ting clock. tim~ ts·· at least 11 
minute.s· p'roce:ssi"ng t·.±me _befo-re the ·s.t:a·rtfng time cif operation 2·, ~ftc.: • 
• 
~tit¢rf.e.re.np¢:). a p.¢w· '.integer ·v-a~ued variable . lj:\( ·:i.s_ defined~- Op.¢r:a-
·tioits 3. :and 4 -are used:= a:s, potent~a) .. intettering: '3:xampl:e~ • 
('2). 
l .. 34 
·<_-·. ·-1.· .. 
{140. + :$) 1
3·_4. __ + {X· · .. - X ) ~-: ··.5. 
.3 ·4. 
Ther·ei. a.re ·6 ·other pa:i;.ts- tha_t .. have ·to be considered in the above ~ 1· . . .. 
:riianner -.. . . . They are the operation pa:irs (4,6), (5,6), (6; 7), (7 ,S), . -: :.._ - . - ' 
... 
. :_. ·. ~: 
· ( 5, 8) and ( 4, 8) • Constraint- :'(2)- assures a value of 1 or o, and this 
value determines the precedence of the operations pairs involved . 
. , 
.. ~. '• . ment,· constraint- set (1), which ·e;cclude.s interference • ... 
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x1 + . <' 201 + 20· 11 - 1 ' 
(5) 
x2 + 17 <. 201 + 20 
- 2 X > 201 · 






• XS+ 10 S · 201 + 20 
.. 8 xs > 201 
- 8 
Constraint set (5) assures that the stations are not overloajied and 
that the o·perations· be wholly assigne~ within- a station, .and simul-
' taneously satisfy both of these require~en.t'S. ·Each -st.ation· .. covers .• - .- . . . . 
,·• 
only a 20 minute assignment. 
Define T to be- the total tim~,: includ·ing· ·t·i·me required to complete 
one unit. 
(6) X + .. 3'··. :<' ·-T 
. : ...... · 
·7 ' .,. 
' . Constraint set (.6) j~_s_ .. piade .u·p of .all the operations with no fo._l-lQWE(rs· 
·in a re~ed ord'e.;riJi~. and p.erni_:it.s- 'tb·e objective function to oe BiilliJ):ly· 
. . .. 
-min Z =· T 
Th-is i.·formulatlon uses 33 constraints· e··qu:ations· wit~ .8. variables plus· .. 
. ... 15 special integer·variables plus the variable T whiC'h -.~quals 24 
'\, 
variables not· counting -slac.ks. 
l' 
. ;..: .. 
., 
,. " 
' ' ,, .. : ','' ',' '" '-·----- --·· ··-
:~:... : .:1 . - _.:_ - - ....... .. 
_. ____ .. --~ ..:..:--_- ....; .... -- - . ,,_ - . - ~ -- •-: .... -
... 
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.. 
IV SOLUTION PROCEDURES 
.. • To obtain an optimal solution to tq~ assembly line balancing 
~r:c;,blem using Bowman or White's linear programming formulation 
required the. ·use of an operating· integer programmi~g routine. From 
~ •. - . ' ..• '1-· 
the operating integer codes that are available the two routines that 
were s_elected were the Lemke-Spielberg· (30) "Direct Search ~.ero-One 
Integer Program," DZIPl, and''IPWE (Integer.Program-Western Electric). 
~ Both routines are written in Fortran. 
IPWE and DZIPl c·od-e are .intended. to solve minimization p\.oblems 
of the linear programming types; however, the DZIPl routine is sub,;tec-t-
to t.he additional constraint that all the variables must take on 
. ' 
values- 0 9r l ·only. 
The IPWE code -is based upon IPSC (Integer Program-Sandia Corpo-
ratlo.n) which· is the work of Woolsey and .Trauth. (29). The IPSC was 
:111.t>.d.ified by Weingartner (27). 
The basic differences from the IPSC are that IPWE includes the· 
le.arning technique and stores only the non...;zero elements of the tableaq, 
thus allowihg-""1.arge:r size problems to be aftempted. The problem· s'ize ~ 
that IPWE can operate on is determined by the following relationship: 
~(r + c) (c) S 100,000 
!: '"'' 
.. , 
. . · . · ~ _ ... where ______ ------· _ . ~· ~--- -- ... - "... -; - . . .. ., -·. _ ... - ... ; ~ .... ---- _ .. __ - _____ ,.,._ --·· ·-· _ .. ·- ... - - ............. --·. . . ... --- __ _,. -- .... ._ __ .......... ··:-~---· -----·: ... - ~-..- ""?'-··-.~-~-~--- .. - ... -....... ____ ·- ---. --·-··•---: -·· - _. - . 
,,_ ---------.<~-c-~·-~- ' •• .. . ...... ------... -- . ·-·------ ., ................ - . 
4fl#. 
. ' 
·•- ''"'----~-·' -~ .. ·------,••""'•·· 
- -~-er is the number- of·· rows · .... -·--· . -· 
"' 
C 1s the number 













- - ·- . 
.. 
to all elements. 
'. 






















· The IPWE program has three pivot selection rules which allow 
for the selection of any single rule, any combination of the rules · 
or the learning method, a heuristic dec-:i:s·ion rule, which chooses a 
combination of the three pivot selection rules through the use of a 
single control card. These features .increased the bas·ic pro_gram' s 
speed. 
The output of the program includes the· optim~1 value of the: 
9bjective ~unction, the values of the decis;l.oh variables, ~he n~~r 
of iterations required to solve the problem., t~e time required to 
... 
solve the problem and the number of iterat:ions ·t11.at each pivot 
•. selection ~le. was used during the 'S.oluti..QJ).:: of the: :p:roblem • 
. The Lemke-Spielberg DZIPl computer· p·:r:<>gram is .'..~imilar, to· the 
IPWE routine in· the respect that the u-se·r ·h·as ::tlJ.e· option of altering -.; 
strategy and direction of search by Dle:f;ti)s of iilput parameters. The • I 
~~ . 
M~- -C- 0• 
• 
• 
output provides a sub-optimal feasible solution, the. values of the 11. 
objective function,· ·the values of· t),)e decision variables, and the \,(' 
.number of -ite:ratd,.Qns required to obtain the sub-optimal feasible· , 
solution. At optimality the output includes the iteration number. .at. 
which the optimal feasible solution was. ascertain~J, trI1~ values of 
~h~- de<?. __ ision ya;ri~bi~5--, .. _ and .. t~e--number of--times ·the prer·erred 
-·- . -- . . .:..·-:_ . --- -- .. 
-
-
_,._ - .... , ·- -,... - -- -- -·· ---· 






-Jo ......... ---·· --.. -
·-· •• ,i... •• , _ _;_ _____ :...._.:.._:.:·-·v--Stra-tegy was ·-selected~ . 
- • 
• !1'' ---
__ --:..__:.~, ,_· ··-- ~-----,-- .. ,.~r;-·· ; . . ~ . . ·-· . 
' .. ', 
,~ • J 
. ' 
••,. 
... ·-. . . ..--. . - -- .. -· : • .; ,- ! .• --
- -
The'authors claim that ·the algorithm used for,this program is 
~ - -- - ---~ - ---- ---~ 
---··· ---· .. ,... __ ·· --.---· ----·c·ons-Iderably--superior. t~ that originally proposed by E. Balas (31). 
•. , ·!", 
'.,\! 
·.'.:::..:1;-l 
Als~, computer running times have been 67% to 75% shorter than :the 
--------·---- - ---.---'· -·:.....-....;.....· --·· ~- -··. -· ------ ~-·-· ----~~--
---..:.~----..,_,..~-----Bal~s scheme.-----··----·· -- ..:...' ...:...' ----------
" 
'·: ... :.>·\~ 







. . . . --·-·7'-· . . .:. -~·--~ .. , .. hL_ •••• ---~- • • •• ~'. 
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... The 0ZIP1 program is currently designed for problems up to 
-
M - 50 or N - 150 and can be changed for use with problems of 
-
-
greater size M by N by changing the arguments of the dimension 
.  . 
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V RESULTS OF THE INVESrIGATION 
All the. comp~tations for this investigation were performed .using~ 
. \.. the IPWE and Lemke-Spielberg codes on the IBM-360/50 system. 
---The· input data for White's modification of Bowman's first linear 
programming model was prepared accord in~ t_o the specifications given 
in (27) and (30). A seven work st.ation balance was attempted using 
IPWE-; Two computer runs were made taking 10 minutes and 60 minutes 
each. Ari. optimal s:olutiol) was not attained in, ~ither rtiro. · Dur~ng 
.the 10· J1firiute c9~putationa1· effort 962 i teratiqjls we:re made while 
,tp.¢: :60· minute run. mad·e 9733. iterations. 
Similarly· tw.o run:s cif, .1:0 mi'.rt1i.:tes an·d 6b minutes: du.rat.ion we'.re: 
made using the -t~.mke-·spielbe.rg code.. :An :qpt]J.11:a_:i. .. soluti911 was .noJ-
obtaihed with either :tbe lo minute· .,l'Ufi: requiring .96:3 ,i:ter:a.t:i:ons :or 
•: 
the 60 minute r·un, requ·i.ri,~g 5782 :~:t.e.r.at.iotfs' . 
Bowman'_ s se.coricl 1 in ear progranunlrig mode:1 for, .. a seven work 




optimal solut·fon. :'l'~·e :proce:~·s.1ng ,tim·e w.as 7.1.14 minutes :an.cl required ... 
8076 iterations _t:o reach· opt i.mali-t.Y.;. The solution obtairi~d was 
verified by using Moodie's and Young:'~;: :heuristic metho·d of: .assembly 
line balancing. 
- -·---·-- --- ·- -.----· 
- -- -- --- -- -
.' -·-----· - ---·-- --
... --,----· -- . ·-
White's m~thod w9-,s. .investigated. f-or a ·three ·-and ·t~ert. ·Er· .l9u°r·--- -~--·- ··- ·· . "1' -- . 
···-
--·- ., :/ -~-






---""•"'"' .-: ... - T ' 
. ... . .. - ,. -- ... 
- -- .. --· ..... -i----·· . - .. - ~· .......... . ··'.:_,.__, __ - ---·-soiut·io-n with .. a··proc·es·s·1-iig·· -t fme-·o:t··1·1-~··s -· ~i-;,_~ tes and required 2383'. .. 
.... iterations to ascertain the optimal solutio~. · The fou~ work station . . Ml 
. . model had a processing _time_.of __ -E).Q.mi-n-11-tes·--requiring-·s923 iteratfons. 
_. _ 
___,. ,.-:--·--~~--:------_: ____________ ..... --~----~ . 
. 
... • 6;. ' ' • 
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The above results were obtained us:ing the·-: :_IPWE :~ode: • 
. 
.. 
The results for· the three •ark stition model that were obtained 
:-US,)i.ng the Lemke-Splelberg code provided a sub-optim~l feasible 
i:tOlµtion at itefation number 173 llnd an optimal solution at iteraticm 
1105 with a processing time Of 13.2 minutes, The four WOl'k Stat.ion 
balance model did not yield an opt:i.mal or sJ.lb ... optima1 so.lution an:d 
was procesS:eci for 60 minutes going t)l.r_ough· 119-59· lt.er·ations. 
Tl:i:e bal.·apce_s :for three work: stations w.~·re .compared and the 
optimal. -y-alµes .we.r.e iqentical • 
. ,~ 
.; 
Since Bowman's second liriear PJ·<>,trainming model yielded. an: Optimal 
sollltion for seven work stations; no att4ciiiipt was macie to test th¢ 
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·~ VI CONCLUSIONS 
-Tlie objecttve was to investigate the feasibility of: ~$-S¢.JQb1y 
l·Ine balancing using the linear progranuning ·approach. Tw_o :linear· 
i>"rogramming formulations have been considered: 
·-a .... -
(1) White's zero-one integer modification of Bowman's f'i_:rs·t 
linear prograi;nming for~ulation. 
(2) Bowman' s sec-ond 1 ine·ar p_rog;r:~1~1~lip.g· :f·ormu.la:t;·ion. 
The results. obtained: .1n·dtcate the f.ol.lowing c·on..c:111$ .. loi;i.s :: 
l:. It .i.s :.feasible fo :apply 1 ine.a:z~ prog:r:ammi11g :tet:hi1tqu:es t.o .. 
:the: ·r:e.-~µ.1 t.s in that: opt.imal -s,plut._.ion'.s. we::re ·obtained: .• 
lead. to unit.:ormi·y _g<j"o(l: resu·lts.~-
-was mo:re ·¢qmp~ct •. ,Diff:·iculties.: cart be ericou-ntered when . . . . ..· . . .- . . .. . ' ; 
.. :se.cond-~_:mp~l'el, b.ut once. the :op,nstr·a:iiit-$-: .ll_ave· been· written 
do.wn .. ·the :remainoer of the.: fer111µlEttioil -be·comes virtually--
,-------· 
:,· 
. - ·-.. ----- ·-. -· .·- .. ·-:--:·- .. ... -.... --. 
........ - __ .. : -~ .... :...:;. -':...;. 
~p~a11' s_ second model .is superior to White's --~-~r.9-:.9!!~ ., __ :-••• ·• ,·~....;H - •'- ,P• - -----·--- _ ...... ---~--.••• - ... ··-- __ .,.. ..... _____ O O -· ~·---·---- - ·- 4 - -- .... ·- 0' >• >, ' 
. -
.f-.ormulation because o_f the lesser number of c.o.nstrain-t 
:equ.ations (or inequalities) and variable~ Involved· --as :given 
... :···· 
. 
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,,; __ '•, 
' 
-problems of larger size (mo·re work _elements) _tha!l_; White' __ s~·~-----·-··-- __ ~ - ... - ' ·--~ --· ---- ' .- ' .. ----~-- ·~-- ---- -----


















•,..;. . . 
~ .---.: . 
Tb.e size of thei _problem will be limited by computer storage 
capacity. 
' The assembly line balancing problem as a linear programming· ~ 
problem demands ·integer-valued solu.t:iops. This is because 
activities and"' resources such -as· wor:k .. e·J:emen:fs and pec,pl.e 
·are: ·1:ndivisible. The problem, ·.c:an b.e· solved :.as .an ord~n~ry: . 
.line.ar _·programming problem., and attempt_·S made ·to- round the 
a:n~·w·e:r.s ob:tained to gfye integer valued so·l.µ:tJ:ons. However, 
s.imp:J,.~= ~~a~p1e·s· have ·shown that sciE3ntif i.c· rou:nd:i.ng procedure.s .. 
ming ~.lgor.i.thins ate ~.b.s,ol.u.tely ne~~~sa:f'y .. . . . . . 
ma themat::lca.1. -algor.i.thJ1rs wh:i_ch' strcces.siv.eI.y= conS'}d~:r· ·a.11 
-c:ombinati9i1s of:' :e1e111en·ts and. thus.; ot>tain ·an optimum·· .;. 
., . 
., 
b'alance for any product;(v-e oµt_;put. ·.desired.. th·¢ :p'_:r\oc.~s··s,.in;g_ 
~l~or,ithm which .iI1cot-po_:rates .i.ogica~. cl¢¢:i·s,ion rules to 
rec;iJice the combinat.o:t:f'.:al,. cont·ent of the prqbl.·em. This 
·.latter type method sacrifices as$u:t·-~·nce of optimality for 
:-_,,.t-he--economy,----±rr· that f·ewer ·-1tera:t~o:n~· are required· fo achieve 
-· .... ··-· ... _.- ·- •,,..., ... :.·.--... ------·---~--· -~ .... ·-
.-
--···----· -··----·---- ____ ...:.:.. .. ~---:--.. ~-- . .:...:.,.:.-·· .:....~----·· --~· 
... 
. --·· ··-. ' •• -!..· 
6. Large integer programs are ·',_n·~e.ded: _·t;<f ,for.mu1ate-. :.;r~t:µe,r smal.l. 
assembly line bala.11ci.ng prob1,.ems .. Th,~· . :linear -pr·<>gralilming 
. f'ormulation, although mat·hema:ti:<::0:tly correct, is awkward 
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-. 
.,. 
i ·Su·c.h formulations lead to very large problems in numbers 
·of- c·onstraints and variables. '•. . . 
'l. .Al.though the ·approach proved· -to work within the ranges 
·selected, the techniqµe 'is not·: practical because it required 
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~ . . 
.. : 
Because Bowman's second programming formulation leads to a ------'"---'-"---'-----:-----~ 
..... 
V 
smaller problem in terms of number of constraints and variables 
than White's, future study shoul~. be concentrated on B·owman's · . 
second linear programming formulation. 
.. .~ '--
In further study along these line~, .one of· t-he_ :mo·st tmportant:_ 
avenues to be explored C.oncerns fh_e .possib'ili:ty· of r·educing the 
number of unkno~s Ijk" The u.nknowns are only illvolvecl in connection 
with work element iiiterfetence condi.tJ.ons:, ,and ma-ny of.: tbeSe restric-
tions will inevi t.,al:}fy: tu.r.n out to· be redunctant· in an.y ;p.articular 
]?·roblem. 
·~-Future study shou·ld' c:qn¢entrate ·(>_rt .d.e:r.iv:ing: .. -lli~:ithod:s wh-i.cn mox:.e: 




- - -· --· .- ,,·.-- .. ~ -
• ·-·-' .• O.p •._ ..... 
~~l)1nc_ing· :p.~opJ~mt and which are: -~~p~b1e ·of .f.i·pci'i:ng· qu-·ick"l.J' an: int.eg~,'f 
·:solution. 
·C, 




;:1.v·~i:1able ·wet·e· used·, furt.h.er · investigation of_ Bowman's linear prog .. :r·,m~ 
"' 
\,., th:~s exper~!Jle~t .. 
·.• 
• 
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